
a bird a cat a cow a dog an elephant a fish a frog a giraffe a gorilla
a horse (x2) a monkey a polar bear a shark a sheep a spider a t iger a zebra.

Copy and complete the table. Work 
with a partner. Put the animals in the 
:orrect columns. Some animals will 
go in more than one column.

Pets
birds

Water animals

Farm animals Wild animals

birds 

Land animals

Create an animal like the ones in 
Exercise 1. Draw a picture of it and 
describe it to a partner.

My animal is part frog and part bird.

4 Listen to your partner's description. 
Draw his/her animal. Describe the 
animal to the class.

Vocabulary Animals
1 © E D  What is unusual about these animals? Label 

each picture with two animal names. Use the words in 
the box. Then listen, check and repeat.

1 a po la r bear and a tig e r

2
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The plural forms of fish and sheep are irregular. 
My sister's got two yellow fish.
There are 20 white sheep on the farm. 
fishesX sheeps X
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Listening A conversation
Do you go to the zoo? W hat animals do you see?
W hat are your favourite zoo animals?

2  © Ш 1  Listen to people talking at a zoo. What 
animals are they looking at? Write the number of 
the conversation next to the animals. Which of the 
animals don't they talk about?
elephants birds polar bears
monkeys tigers zebras

©  ШШ& Listen again. Are the sentences true (7) or false 
Correct the false ones.
1 It's OK to feed the birds. F lt ie n ’tO K to  feedthebirds. 4 Elephants move their ears when they're cold.
2 The monkeys are eating fruit. .... 5 The father elephants live with their babies.
3 A big monkey is cleaning its mother. .... 6 The kids think the tiger is angry.

Vocabulary Action verbs

4 © I B  Match the action verbs to the pictures. Listen, check 
and repeat.

figh t fly hide hunt jump swim swing

©  EED Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in Exercise 4. Listen, check and repeat.
1 The snake is  hiding .....
2 The turtle is . . . . .
3 The lion is .....
4 The monkeys are ..... 
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5 The kangaroo is .....
6 The parrots are.....
7 The bears are

6  Work with a partner. Ask 
and answer questions about 
w hat animals do.

frogs fly? No, they don't.


